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Get a FREE No 
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From a Window City Professional Dealer
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Custom Windows

Complete Bay & Bow window Solutions that are manufactured in Canada. Save more on your energy bills!
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Both bow and bay vinyl windows can do wonders for your home and dramatically expand the sense of space and size of your rooms. Bay windows are versatile and they can be the primary front living room window or can also be used as a side or rear window. Bow windows invite the creation of a very picturesque setting in the home, allowing for a magnificent exterior view. Whether you choose a bay or bow window they are the perfect option for a decorative architectural touch.
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BAY WINDOW




Bay windows are much desired by homeowners because of the way they project outwards, extending a home and creating more living space. From the interior they can become a graceful, sunlit place in the home and provide a panoramic view. From the exterior, they offer a welcoming, decorative and architectural touch. Bay windows are versatile, they can be the primary front living room window, can be used as a side or rear window or can be used anywhere there is sufficient exterior projection space in the home. The beauty of Bay windows can be greatly enhanced by our grille options and our accessory items. The durability and energy efficient features found in all Window City windows apply to our Bay windows 
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Bay windows are much desired by homeowners because of the way they project outwards, extending a home and creating more living space. From the interior they can become a graceful, sunlit place in the home and provide a panoramic view. From the exterior, they offer a welcoming, decorative and architectural touch. Bay windows are versatile, they can be the primary front living room window, can be used as a side or rear window or can be used anywhere there is sufficient exterior projection space in the home. The beauty of Bay windows can be greatly enhanced by our grille options and our accessory items. The durability and energy efficient features found in all Window City windows apply to our Bay windows.
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BOW WINDOW




Bow windows are welcomed by homeowners and frequently called for by architects because of their grand, sweeping curves which can turn a standard window opening into an appealing architectural enhancement. Bow windows are projection windows that have the benefit of adding space to a home. They do not project outward as far as Bay windows and have more glass panels and softer, more rounded angles. 
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BOW WINDOWS







Bow windows are welcomed by homeowners and frequently called for by architects because of their grand, sweeping curves which can turn a standard window opening into an appealing architectural enhancement. Bow windows are projection windows that have the benefit of adding space to a home. They do not project outward as far as Bay windows and have more glass panels and softer, more rounded angles.
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Receive a free in-home, no obligation quote from a Window City Certified Dealer today!

CONTACT US









CONTACT US TODAY
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Window City is the largest window and door manufacturer in Canada, boasting an over 400,000 sq.ft facility. Our warranties are bested by none. By offering custom made vinyl windows for any home, we are able to meet your needs without sacrificing quality of product. Let's work together to make your house, your dream home.
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Manufactured in Canada 
© 2024 WINDOW CITY INDUSTRIES
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ADDRESS

5690 Steeles Ave. West
L4L 9T4 Vaughan ON

PHONE

1.905.265.9975

Toll Free: 1.800.382.5020

EMAIL

info@windowcity.com

BUSINESS HOURS

Monday to Friday

8:00am to 4:30pm
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